Ohio Christian University – Bachelor of Arts in Emergency Management and Business Program (Double Major)

Ohio Christian University is offering a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Emergency Management and Business Program (Double Major). This degree will provide the necessary preparations and qualifications to work in the emergency field as well as a business environment. The graduate of this double major will have greater career opportunities than either of the majors alone.

Program Requirements:
- 30 Hours within Disaster Management and Relief Major
- 30 Hours within Business Major
- 42 Hours of General Education
- 18 Hours of Religion

Courses:
- Business Continuity & Crisis Management
- Emergency and Disaster Mgmt. Internship
- Exercise Planning, Design, and Evaluation
- Hazardous Materials Response
- Introduction to Emergency & Disaster Mgmt.
- Managing Emergency Response Operations
- Preparedness and Response
- Recovery and Mitigation
- Social Issues in Emergency & Disaster Mgmt.
- Terrorism and Emergency Management

Ohio Christian University is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission.

For more information contact:

Thad Hicks
EM Program Director
Ohio Christian University
1476 Lancaster Pike
Circleville Ohio 43113
Phone: 740-601-1252

Additional Information: [http://ohiochristian.edu/disaster-relief](http://ohiochristian.edu/disaster-relief)
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